
 

 

 

     

 

    

       

   



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

2.11 Michelson's Interferometer  AM CN  

Principle: Here, the two interfering beams are formed by 
division 

of amplitude. TRe of the 

light beam from an extended source is divided into two parts of equal intensity by  

reflection and refraction. These beams are sent in two perpendicular directions. 
The two beams ar

 

finally brought together after reflection from plane mirrors 
to produce interference fringes.  

Apparatus: M, and M, are front silveredplane mirrors (Fig. 2.16). The two mirrors are mounte- 



 

 

vertically on two arms at right angles to each M2 other. The planes of the mirrors can be 

slightly LLLLLLLLLL  

tilted with the fine screws at their backs. The M C mirror M, is fixed. The mirror M, can 

be moved  

parallel to itself by means of a very sensitive  

micrometer screw. G, and G, are two plane S  

parallel glass plates of equal thickness. The  

plate G, is semi-silvered on the back side. G B is a beam splitter; i.e., a beam incident on G, 
G1 G2  

is partially reflected and partially transmitted.  M2  

G, is inclined at an angle of 45° to the incident AT beam. G, is called the compensating 

plate. S is a light source.  Fig. 2.16.  
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and falls on the glass plate 

Working: Light from the source S is rendered parallel by a lens.  

G, at an 
AB. angle The of retlected 45°. At beam the back surface of G, mirror it is partly reflected along 

AC on and it. It partuy is reflected transmittedback  

along along the same path and emerges moves out towards along AT. The transmitted M, and falls ray normally AB falls normally on the mirror  

M2. It two is reflected emergent along beams the have same been path. derived After from reflection a single at the incident 

back beam surface and of are, G1, thererore, It moves along coheren AT  
The  

The two beams produce interference under suitable conditions.  
Function of the compensating plate G,: The reflected ray AC passes through G thrice. But the transmitted 

ray AB passes through G, only once. That is why a second plate G, of the same thickness and inclination as G, is introduced. 

Thus the function of the plate G, is only to equalise the optical  

paths traversed by both the beams.  

Types of Fringes  

() Circular fringes : Concentric circular fringes are  
M2 

 

T  u  M. 

obtained when both the mirrors M, and M, are mutually  

perpendicular. The image of M, is at M parallel to M, (Fig.  

2.17). Hence, M, and M form the equivalent of a parallel air 

film. The effective thickness of the air film is varied by 
moving mirror M parallel to itself. Let the eye or the 

telescope be set along a direction making an angle r with the 

normal to M.  

Then the path difference between the two coherent 

beams is 2i cosr. The condition for a bright ring is 2t cos r = 

ma where m is an integer.  

Ihe condition for a dark ring is  

2t cos r= (2m- 1)A/2.  Fig. 2.17.  

In either case;r vill be constant for given values of t, n and A. Hence the loci of maxima of intensity iA 

wil be concentrice cireles having their centre on the perpendicular from the eye or 

telescope on M.  

The circular fringes will be situated at infinity. Thereforethey can be observed bya telescope focused 

for infinity. Thus e get circular fringes of equal inctination or Haidinger s fringes.  



 

 

If a dark cirecle appears at the centre of the pattern, the two rays interfere destructively. 
If the miror M is thén moved by a distance of W4, the path difference changes by /2 (twice 
the separation between, and M^). The two rays will now interfere constructively, giving a 

bright circle in the middle. As M, is moved an additional distance /4, a dark circle will appear 

once arain. Thus, we see that successive dark and bright circles are formed each time M, is moved 

a distance of /4.  
(i) Straight fringes :If M, and M, are not exactly perpendicular, a wedge 

shaped air film is formed between M, and M. The fringes become 

practically  M  

straight (Fig. 2.18) when M, actually intersects M  ̂ in the middle. The fringes are of equal thickness. 

The fringes are localized in the airfilm itself. Hence the M telescope has to be focused on the film to 

observe these fringes.  

(ii) White light fringes : If white light is used, the central fringe will 

be dark and others will be coloured. With white light, fringes are observed only 

when the path difference is small. These firinges are important because they are 

used to locate the position of zero path difference.  

2.12. Uses of Michelson's Interferometer  Fig. 2.18.  

1. Determinationof wavelength of monochromatic light:  

() Using monochromatic radiation of unknown wavelength A, the interferometer 

is adjusted for circular fringes.  
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(i) With any ring at the centre, the reading of micrometer is noted. Let it be x.  

(iii) Now the mirror M is moved with the help of micrometer screw. The fringes appear to sink or rise due 

to the change of path difference. Let N fringes move and x, be the new  

reading of the micrometer. When the mirror moves through a distance /2, one fringe shifts. Hence,  

-X = N.  

A  )-2x  i)  
N  

Example 1: When the movable mirror of a Michelson interferometer is moved by 0.0589 mm, a shift of 
200 fringes is observed. What is the wavelength of light used?  

Solution: When the mirror M, is moved through a distance x, the total path difference introduced between the two 

beams = 2x. If N fringes move across the field, then 2 x = N  

Here, x = 0.0589 mm = 5.89 x 10-Sm, N= 200; A=?  

2 2 x(5.89   x 10-5) = 5.89x 10-/ m = 589 nm.  

200  

Example 2: The initial and final readings ofa Michelson interferometer screw are 10.7347 mm and 10.6903 
mm as 150 fringes pass. Calculate the wavelength of light used.  

Solution: Here, x = 10.7347-10.6903 = 0.0444 mm = 4.44 x 10 m; N= 150;  

1-  2x 2x(4.44 x 103) = 5.92 x 10-7 m = 592 nm.  

N  150  

2. Determination of difference in wavelength between two neighbouring lines: Let the source of 

light emit two close wavelengths A, and , (like sodium D lines), ,>Az The apparatus is adjusted  

to form circular rings. Each spectral line produces its own system of rings. We have to consider 
the superposed fringe-systems. If the bright rings due to exactly coincide with bright rings due to  

then the rings are very distinct and well defined. This is called consonance. If , however, 
the bright rings due to , coincide with dark rings due to A, the ring system would disappear 
producing uniform illumination. This is called dissonance. This is the position of maxium 

indistinctness.  

Circular rings are formed by adjusting the interferometer using sodium light. The mirror M, is 

gradually moved to obtain dissonance and its position noted. The movement of M, is 
continuedin the same direction and successive positions of dissonance are noted. The mean 
distance x between two successive dissonances is determined. When x is the distance moved by 

the mirror for two consecutive positions of maximum indistinctness, the path difference is 2x. 



 

 

During this movement if Nis the change in order of the longer wavelength , at the centre of 
the field, then (N+ 1) will be the change in order of wavelength A at the centre. Therefore, for dissonance  

2x M(N+ 1)2  
2x  

Or N=and (N+1)= or 2A)-l. x or -, 

="  

Put A-A,= dh. and A,a,=* where = mean wavelength. be Calculätd  
Can  

d  
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ner' coated tices are kept in constant narallel position, a fixed distance apart, studs by a fixed at each sn end  

The spacer is commonly t hol  
cylinder of 

against invar the or silica spacers with by three the pressure projecting OI 

adjustable studs liustable at eac snri springs  

ne plateS are kept in place slightly pressed  



 

 

attached in a proper way to the etilon housing.  

e is the separation between the F. P. plates.  

formation silvered of multiple reflectionjringes Perot bY Fabry etalon. Perot 

Light etale frOm alon. ma working: Fig. 2.28 shows Fabry  

EF and GH are two plane parallel lightlv incident on surfaces the plates of the at all angles. Consider a plane Wav ave broad 

source of monochromatic light is the or parallel transmited  

travelling along AB and incident arise from on EF the at same an angle incident e to wave normal. by its internal The series 

multiple partial reflections ons  

waves Cl1, C2T2. CT.. coherent interfere when brought to a focus and refractions between EF and GH, These waves being  

at P in the focal plane of an achromatic lens L. The interference pattern will appear in the form of  



 

 

concentric 
circles 

(or rings) where each ring will correspond to one particular value of 0.  

(ii) In 2nd, a screw is provided with either plate by which separation between plates can be changed. It is then 

called F. P. interferometer.  



 

 

13.3, Interference Filters  

Interference filters work on the principle of Fabry-Perot interferometer. When a parallel beam of white light is incident 

normally on a pair of plane parallel plates silvered on the inner surfaces just like in Febry-Perot etalon), multiple 

reflections take place and interference occurs for all the  

monochromatic components 
of incident light. Maxinma of different orders are formed 

in the transmitted 

beam corresponding to wavelengths given by  

2nt = m  

where n is the refractive index of the medium, t is the plate separation and m =1, 2, 3, .  

Ift is large, a large number of maxima will be observed in the visible region. But when t 1s reduced considerably, only one 

or two maxima are observed in the visible region. For example, 1r [ 500 x 10 m and n = 1 (for air), the transmitted 

wavelengths for m = 1,2, 3, ... are 1000 nm, 500 nm, 333.3 nm,.. Out of these only 500 nm lies in the visible 

region. Thus a particular wavelengh can be filtered out of a 
white 

light beam. Such an arrangement is 

known as interference filter.  

Interference filters using this principle can be prepared by Reflecting Film modern vacuum 

deposition techniques. The interference filter Glass is shown in Fig. 13.3. Areflecting 
metal film is first evaporated  

on a glass plate. Now a thin film of dielectric material (like  Dielectric  

quartz or MgF,) is evaporated on the top of reflecting metal  
Glass  

film. Further, the dielectric layer is coated with another similar film of reflecting material. 

Finally, a glass plate is placed over Fig. 13.3.  

the thin film for protection. Thus a Fabry-Perot structure is 
formed between the two glass plates. By varying the 

thickness of the dielectric film, one can filter out any particular wavelength. However, the filtered light will have 



 

 

a finite width, that is, it will have a narrow spectrum sharply peaked about one wavelength. The sharpness of the 

transmitted spectrum is determined by the reflectivity of the metallic surfaces. The larger the reflectivity, the 

narrower is the transmitted spectrum. But it is not possible to increase the thickness of metallic films indefinitely as 

absorption will reduce the intensity of the transmitted light. To overcome this difficulty, metallic films are replaced 

by all dielectric structures.  

In an all-dielectric structure, a /4 thick film of titanium oxide (n =2.8) is deposited on a glass  

Substrate. Then a thin layer of dielectric material with lower refractive 
index (such as cryolite or  
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magnésium fuoride) is deposited. On this is again deposited a /4 
thick layer of a material of higher  



 

 

refractive itndex. To increase the reflectivity, multilayer structures of alternate higher and lower  

refractive index materials are used. In this way, it is possible to achieve 
a 

reflectivity of more than 90% for 

any particular wavelength. Such filters are capable of transmitting over a bandwidth as small as 1.1 nm or even 

less with peak at any wavelength within the visible region.  



 

 

Interference filters are used in spectroscopic work for studying the spectra in a narrow range of 

wavelengths. Furthermore, such filters absorb practically no energy and so they are free from the 

trouble of overheating.  


